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edric Amani partners
Parklane's new service
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("/\ ubai's Parklane Group has added another~ glittering star to its panoply of exclusive
IUXUlY services for the Arabian Knight - and Lady
- with the establishment of the exclusive Cedric
Amani Floral Boutique in the emirate's
commercial capital.

But this is much more than a commercial

venture as Cedric Amani can be justifiably
described as a genius in the nature of the haute
couture designers but working with the exquisite
beauty - and delicacy - of spectacular blooms
rather than mere fabric.

Cedric Amani's experience in the art of t10ral
design will be familiar to those who frequent the
world's most exclusive hotels and events as he has

created exceptional t10ralmasterpieces for Cannes
Film Festival, Dior Perfumes, Ritz Carlton, Grand
Dior and Dubai's own Burj Al Arab. A well-kept
secret is the work he has done for Villa Marilyn,
Microsoft billionaire Bill Gates' hideaway.

As Amani says: "Flowers are my inspiration,
they open up a whole new world of joy and
colour. They are so full of life and they adorn
every special occasion in our lives be it
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anniversaries, weddings or parties. At Cedric
Amani, you will find flowers for every event in
your life to bring alive the senses and emotions."

Born in the beautiful south of France, Amani
grew up slllTounded by exquisite flowers in his
father's flower shop in Commercy in northwestern
France. Initiallyhe applied his artistlYto fine food at
hospitality college but soon found that his first and
enduring love was working with flowers, initially
with his father and then in his own businesses.

Keeping up with his passion, Amani got his
Certificate D'apritude Professionnelle from the
Academie De Nancy-Metz, France. Amani's first solo
venture was in Paris where he set up his first floral
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boutique and gained a contract with Air France to
produce unique floral designs for its premium class
passenger facilities. Since then he has undeltaken a
number of commissions bringing his distinctive
Parisian flair in design around the world to
Mauritius, America, Japan and finally Dubai.

For the last two years Amani has been working
with the Bllli AI Arab and guests at this seven star
hotel will remember the spectacular displays that
he has created in its main lobby. Measuring two,
three or even four metres in height these displays
contain as many as 15,000 individual blooms
sourced from all over the world.
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Cedric Amani Floral Design sits well as a
member of the multi-functional ParkhlOe Group, as
it handles the prestigious lifestyle of many
discerning clients in the region, through IUXUlYcar
rental, yachts and private accommodation.
Bringing the world of French floral al1 as an
addition to Parklane's selvices with unique, high
quality designs, tailored to suit every type of event,
wedding, boutique or office, the French designer
enhances their surroundings giving a cosmopolitan
feel with the passion of Paris in evelY anangement.
With his keen attention to detail, Amani hand
selects flowers used in arrangements, ensuring that
their colour, abundance and appeal will create the
perfect result.

With a selected team of professional and
dedicated staff and florists, Cedric Amani provides
its clients with exceptional and creational work of
both classic and contemporaty designs.

Each commission undertaken by Cedric Amani
is closely researched with his clients so that the
customer gets the perfect blend of colour, texture
and design in the displays. This attention to detail
is applied all across Amani's work whether it be
that special bouquet for a loved one, floral designs
for a huge wedding or the immense floral displays
that can be seen at the Burj Al Arab. Likewise,
although based in Dubai, Cedric Amani is
international in his ambitions and eager to take on
special assignments around the region or indeed
around the world. Given just three or four weeks'
notice he can mobilise his team of experts to
create his special beauty on the spot in Kuwait,
Riyadh or even New York and Paris.

This wanderlust will see him travelling the
world to source the best flowers from reputed
producers as far flung as Ecuador and Columbia via
Europe to the Far East and East Africa. Indeed his
ultimate dream is to create the Cedric Amani rose.

Visitors to the Cedric Amani Floral Boutique in
Dubai will be greeted by an eclectic selection of
displays and furniture showing the whole range of
Amani's designs and concepts. The range of
colours and textures is truly breathtaking not least
because of the volume of perfect blooms on
display and the boldness of the colours makes a
visit memorable and not to be missed .•••
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